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70 years of innovation
With unrivalled expertise in filtered boiling,
chilled and sparkling water, Zip Water is
known globally for being home to the world’s
most advanced drinking water systems.
Founded in Australia in 1947, we’ve always
been innovators, advancing and perfecting
our drinking water technology for decades.
Today, we’re proud to provide homes in
over 70 countries across the world with the
purest tasting water possible from our range
of Zip HydroTaps.
Transforming the way people drink and
cook forever, our advanced water filtration,
functionality and cutting-edge technology
leaves owners with a taste that’s irresistible.
Start drinking more, while saving time and
energy, and see the benefits to you and your
family’s wellbeing from your very first glass.

John Doumani, CEO Zip Industries
Featured product
Zip HydroTap Arc in brushed rose gold
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#03

#04

Why Zip?
Creators of the world’s most advanced drinking water
system, our reputation in the water market is second
to none. World-leading products, cutting-edge energy
efficient technology, expert service and a trusted track
record across the globe mean you can be confident
when choosing a Zip HydroTap.

#01
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#02

Smart, innovative technology

The sustainable choice

To save energy, the HydroTap features a lux sensor that
automatically puts the command centre to sleep when
lights go out at night, waking up again as light levels
increase in the morning. A programmable timer also
allows you to pre-set 'power on' and 'power off' times,
saving energy during periods of low or non-usage.

Due to the provision of great-tasting water instantly,
the HydroTap eliminates the need for single-use plastic
water bottles, reducing your carbon footprint.

#05

#06

Convenience at the touch of a button

Market leading filtration

The safest instant boiling water tap

Easy to use accessibility features

Make life in the kitchen a whole lot easier with the
instant delivery of filtered boiling, chilled or sparkling
water, combined with unfiltered hot and cold water for
washing up - that's five functions from a single tap!

Thanks to our 0.2-micron MicroPurity filtration
technology, the HydroTap offers 25 times more
effective filtration than a standard water filter jug making it the best of any instant filtered water tap
in the world.

Designed with boiling water safety locks and cool touch
technology, our HydroTap range is completely safe and
easy to use. Our boiling water temperature is factory set
to 98°C, ensuring a smooth stream of water is dispensed
with no spluttering steam.

Developed to be disability friendly, the HydroTap Classic
is available with accessibility levers and braille covers.
This ensures those with limited dexterity or visual
impairments can operate the HydroTap with minimal
difficulty.
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#08

Flexible installation

Unrivalled service

Whether at your sink, on an island, in a bar or even
a cinema room, HydroTaps on font can be installed
wherever you need them most. As long as there is
connection to a mains-fed water supply, our engineers
can help advise on the perfect solution for you.

We have a fleet of over 90 fully trained, directly
employed engineers based across the UK and Ireland.
On top of your full warranty, our comprehensive
HydroCare plans can be tailored around your specific
needs, ensuring your HydroTap not only performs to
the best of its ability but also stands the test of time.

#09

Trusted worldwide
We only provide the highest quality, most robust
products that are supported by numerous third-party
accreditations, building our image as a trusted brand
across the globe. This is reflected in our three years on
site parts and labour warranty with an additional two
years on the boiling tank.
8
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HydroTap
All-in-One Arc

Featured product
Zip HydroTap All-in-One Arc
in brushed gold

SMART.
SUSTAINABLE.
TECHNOLOGY.

The ultimate in functionality, the HydroTap All-in-One Arc offers all
five water types – filtered boiling, chilled and sparkling water, plus
unfiltered hot and cold water – from a single tap and under-counter
command centre. Perfect for the home, users will benefit from
everything you’d expect from the HydroTap, including advanced
filtration and energy saving features.

Available finishes:
S TA N D A R D

BRIGHT
CHROME

P L AT I N U M*

Z1

Z3

Z5

Z7

Z9

Z11

BRUSHED
CHROME

MATT BLACK

BRUSHED
ROSE GOLD

BRUSHED
GOLD

GUNMETAL

BRUSHED
NICKEL

*12 week lead time on Platinum range. Please note that colours are a plated finish.

1. P ick your water
combination

2. S elect the
perfect finish

Filtered

Boiling
Chilled
Sparkling

Boiling
Chilled

Unfiltered

Unfiltered

Hot & cold

Hot & cold

3. Installation location

Sink

£3,674
MT2790UK

£3,202
MT2792UK

+ £0

Brushed chrome

£3,832
MT2790Z1UK

£3,359
MT2792Z1UK

+ £0

Matt black

£3,832
MT2790Z3UK

£3,359
MT2792Z3UK

+ £0

Brushed rose gold

£3,937
MT2790Z5UK

£3,464
MT2792Z5UK

+ £0

Brushed gold

£3,937
MT2790Z7UK

£3,464
MT2792Z7UK

+ £0

Gunmetal

£3,937
MT2790Z9UK

£3,464
MT2792Z9UK

+ £0

Brushed nickel

£3,937
MT2790Z11UK

£3,464
MT2792Z11UK

+ £0

Bright chrome
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Filtered
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HydroTap
All-in-One Classic

Featured product
Zip HydroTap All-in-One Classic
in matt black

SMART.
SUSTAINABLE.
TECHNOLOGY.

Our original HydroTap, the Classic effortlessly combines form
and function. Its utilitarian design matches well with modern
industrial-style kitchens.

Available finishes:
S TA N D A R D

BRIGHT
CHROME

Z1

Z3

BRUSHED
CHROME

MATT BLACK

1. P ick your water
combination

2. S elect the
perfect finish

Filtered

Filtered

Boiling
Chilled
Sparkling

Boiling
Chilled

Unfiltered

Unfiltered

Hot & cold

Hot & cold

3. Installation location

Sink

Mains*

Vented**

Mains*

Vented**

£3,674
HT1790UK

£3,674
HT1789UK

£3,202
HT1792UK

£3,202
HT1791UK

+ £0

Brushed chrome

£3,832
HT1790Z1UK

£3,832
HT1789Z1UK

£3,359
HT1792Z1UK

£3,359
HT1791Z1UK

+ £0

Matt black

£3,832
HT1790Z3UK

£3,832
HT1789Z3UK

£3,359
HT1792Z3UK

£3,359
HT1791Z3UK

+ £0

Bright chrome

*Mains - requires hot and cold water feed. ** Vented - requires cold water feed only.
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HydroTap
Celsius Arc

Featured product
Zip HydroTap Celsius Arc
in brushed rose gold

SMART.
SUSTAINABLE.
TECHNOLOGY.

Eliminate the need for a separate mixer tap – the HydroTap Celsius
Arc is perfect for those who appreciate style and versatility at its best.
It delivers filtered boiling water combined with unfiltered hot and
cold water for washing up.

Available finishes:
S TA N D A R D

BRIGHT
CHROME

P L AT I N U M*

Z1

Z3

Z5

Z7

Z9

Z11

BRUSHED
CHROME

MATT BLACK

BRUSHED
ROSE GOLD

BRUSHED
GOLD

GUNMETAL

BRUSHED
NICKEL

*12 week lead time on Platinum range. Please note that colours are a plated finish.

1. P ick your water
combination

Filtered

2. S elect the
perfect finish

Unfiltered

3. Installation location

Boiling

Sink

£1,522
MT2886UK

+ £0

Brushed chrome

£1,679
MT2886Z1UK

+ £0

Matt black

£1,679
MT2886Z3UK

+ £0

Brushed rose gold

£1,784
MT2886Z5UK

+ £0

Brushed gold

£1,784
MT2886Z7UK

+ £0

Gunmetal

£1,784
MT2886Z9UK

+ £0

Brushed nickel

£1,784
MT2886Z11UK

+ £0

Bright chrome
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Hot & cold
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HydroTap
Celsius Cube

Featured product
Zip HydroTap Celsius Cube
in brushed chrome

SMART.
SUSTAINABLE.
TECHNOLOGY.

No need for an additional mixer tap – the HydroTap Celsius Cube
provides filtered boiling water combined with unfiltered hot and cold
water, all wrapped up in the modern Cube design.

Available finishes:
S TA N D A R D

BRIGHT
CHROME

Z1

Z3

BRUSHED
CHROME

MATT BLACK

1. P ick your water
combination

Filtered

2. S elect the
perfect finish

Unfiltered

Boiling

Sink

Hot & cold
£1,522
MT3786UK

+ £0

Brushed chrome

£1,679
MT3786Z1UK

+ £0

Matt black

£1,679
MT3786Z3UK

+ £0

Bright chrome
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3. Installation location

Handle styles may vary.
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HydroTap
Arc

Featured product
Zip HydroTap Arc
installed with optional font
in brushed gold

SMART.
SUSTAINABLE.
TECHNOLOGY.

Timeless and enduringly classic, the HydroTap Arc is an elegant
choice. With its curved ‘swan neck’, it channels the Victorian design
era, yet sits just as happily in today’s kitchens.

Available finishes:
S TA N D A R D

BRIGHT
CHROME

P L AT I N U M*

Z1

Z3

Z5

Z7

Z9

Z11

BRUSHED
CHROME

MATT BLACK

BRUSHED
ROSE GOLD

BRUSHED
GOLD

GUNMETAL

BRUSHED
NICKEL

*12 week lead time on Platinum range. Please note that colours are a plated finish.

1. Pick your water combination

2. S elect the
perfect finish

Filtered

Filtered

Filtered

Boiling
Chilled
Sparkling

Boiling
Chilled

Boiling

Sink

Font

£3,254
HT2783UK

£2,782
HT2784UK

£1,417
HT2786UK

+ £0

+ £229
93441UK

Brushed chrome

£3,412
HT2783Z1UK

£2,939
HT2784Z1UK

£1,574
HT2786Z1UK

+ £0

+ £329
93441Z1UK

Matt black

£3,412
HT2783Z3UK

£2,939
HT2784Z3UK

£1,574
HT2786Z3UK

+ £0

+ £329
93441Z3UK

Brushed rose gold

£3,517
HT2783Z5UK

£3,044
HT2784Z5UK

£1,679
HT2786Z5UK

+ £0

+ £379
93441Z5UK

Brushed gold

£3,517
HT2783Z7UK

£3,044
HT2784Z7UK

£1,679
HT2786Z7UK

+ £0

+ £379
93441Z7UK

Gunmetal

£3,517
HT2783Z9UK

£3,044
HT2784Z9UK

£1,679
HT2786Z9UK

+ £0

+ £379
93441Z9UK

Brushed nickel

£3,517
HT2783Z11UK

£3,044
HT2784Z11UK

£1,679
HT2786Z11UK

+ £0

+ £379
93441Z11UK

Bright chrome
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3. Installation location
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HydroTap
Cube

Featured product
Zip HydroTap Cube
installed with optional font
in matt black

SMART.
SUSTAINABLE.
TECHNOLOGY.

A contemporary twist on a classic, the HydroTap Cube fits perfectly
in modern kitchens. Make a design statement with this Arne Jacobsen
inspired tap.

Available finishes:
S TA N D A R D

BRIGHT
CHROME

Z1

Z3

BRUSHED
CHROME

MATT BLACK

1. Pick your water combination

2. S elect the
perfect finish

Filtered

Filtered

Filtered

Boiling
Chilled
Sparkling

Boiling
Chilled

Boiling

Sink

Font

£3,254
HT3783UK

£2,782
HT3784UK

£1,417
HT3786UK

+ £0

+ £229
93441UK

Brushed chrome

£3,412
HT3783Z1UK

£2,939
HT3784Z1UK

£1,574
HT3786Z1UK

+ £0

+ £329
93441Z1UK

Matt black

£3,412
HT3783Z3UK

£2,939
HT3784Z3UK

£1,574
HT3786Z3UK

+ £0

+ £329
93441Z3UK

Bright chrome
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3. Installation location
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HydroTap
Classic

Featured product
HydroTap Classic
installed with optional font
in bright chrome

SMART.
SUSTAINABLE.
TECHNOLOGY.

Our original HydroTap, the Classic effortlessly combines form and
function. Its utilitarian design matches well with modern industrialstyle kitchens.

Available finishes:
S TA N D A R D

BRIGHT
CHROME

Z1

Z3

BRUSHED
CHROME

MATT BLACK

1. P ick your water
combination

2. S elect the
perfect finish

Filtered

Filtered

Filtered

Boiling
Chilled
Sparkling

Boiling
Chilled

Boiling

Sink

Font

£3,254
HT1783UK

£2,782
HT1784UK

£1,364
HT1786UK

+ £0

+ £229
90915UK

Brushed chrome

£3,412
HT1783Z1UK

£2,939
HT1784Z1UK

£1,522
HT1786Z1UK

+ £0

+ £329
90915Z1UK

Matt black

£3,412
HT1783Z3UK

£2,939
HT1784Z3UK

£1,522
HT1786Z3UK

+ £0

+ £329
90915Z3UK

Bright chrome
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3. Installation location
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Mixer Taps

Featured product
Mixer Tap Arc positioned next to
HydroTap Arc in brushed gold

Our Mixer Tap range has been created to match the shapes and finishes
of the HydroTap Arc and Cube designs. This means you can install a
separate Mixer Tap to deliver unfiltered hot and cold water for washing
up as a beautiful addition to your filtered boiling, chilled or sparkling
HydroTap Arc or Cube.
Mixer Taps are mains-fed only, meaning they require a separate hot and
cold feed. They feature a one year warranty.

Available finishes:
S TA N D A R D

BRIGHT
CHROME

P L AT I N U M*

Z1

Z3

Z5

Z7

Z9

Z11

BRUSHED
CHROME

MATT BLACK

BRUSHED
ROSE GOLD

BRUSHED
GOLD

GUNMETAL

BRUSHED
NICKEL

*Platinum range available for the Mixer Tap Arc only. 12 week lead time on Platinum range.
Please note that colours are a plated finish.

MIXER TAP ARC
24

MIXER TAP CUBE
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HydroTap Arc
Mixer Tap
Product description
Arc Mixer Tap, Mains

Arc Mixer Tap, Mains

Hot & cold
•

•

Accessories
Product description

Colour
Bright chrome

Brushed chrome

Product code

Price

93867UK

£313.96

93871UK

Cube / Arc

G4 Classic

Colour

Product code

Price

ZT008 Integrated Tap Font Kit (for Classic)

•

Bright chrome

90915UK

£235.87

ZT009 Integrated Tap Font Kit (for Classic)

•

Brushed chrome

90915Z1UK

£338.88

ZT012 Integrated Tap Font Kit (for Classic)

•

Matt black

90915Z3UK

£338.88

Separate Tap Font Kit (for Cube / Arc)

•

Bright chrome

93441UK

£235.87

Separate Tap Font Kit (for Cube / Arc)

•

Brushed chrome

93441Z1UK

£338.88

Separate Tap Font Kit (for Cube / Arc)

•

Matt black

93441Z3UK

£338.88

Separate Tap Font Kit (for Arc only)

•

Brushed rose gold

93441Z5UK

£390.37

Separate Tap Font Kit (for Arc only)

•

Brushed gold

93441Z7UK

£390.37

£367.51

Arc Mixer Tap, Mains

•

Matt black

93879UK

£420.00

Arc Mixer Tap, Mains

•

Brushed rose gold

94278UK

£472.50

Arc Mixer Tap, Mains

•

Brushed gold

94290UK

£472.50

Separate Tap Font Kit (for Arc only)

•

Gunmetal

93441Z9UK

£390.37

Arc Mixer Tap, Mains

•

Gunmetal

94302UK

£472.50

Separate Tap Font Kit (for Arc only)

•

Brushed nickel

93441Z11UK

£390.37

Arc Mixer Tap, Mains

•

Brushed nickel

94314UK

£472.50

Filtration
HydroTap Cube
Mixer Tap
Product description

Hot & cold

Product description

Colour

Product code

Filtered

Boiling

Chilled

Sparkling

Product code

Price

HydroTap Filter for Home 0.2 Micron

•

•

•

•

93701

£122.58

0.2 Micron Filter Replacement Cartridge

•

•

•

•

ZT402

£112.27

0.2 Micron Filter Replacement Cartridge Pre G4

•

•

•

•

ZT002

£112.27

Scale Prevention Filter Cartridge & Installation Kit

•

•

•

•

FL170G4 KIT

£205.99

Scale Prevention Filter Cartridge 1,700

•

•

•

•

FL170

£101.98

Scale Filter Replacement Cartridge (Domestic)

•

•

•

•

FL1100

£81.37

•

ZT400

£47.75

HTINSHOME

£270.00

Price

Cube Mixer Tap, Mains

•

Bright chrome

93868UK

£313.96

Cube Mixer Tap, Mains

•

Brushed chrome

93872UK

£367.51

Cube Mixer Tap, Mains

•

Matt black

93880UK

£420.00

CO² Replacement Cylinder
HydroTap Installation for Home

Mains - requires hot and cold water feed.
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Limescale filters

Do you live in a hard
water area?

UK and Ireland
hard water areas map

Zip Water UK’s range of filters transform ordinary water
into a form that everyone will love. Our MicroPurity
filtration technology is the most advanced on the market,
producing crystal clear, great tasting water, free from
odours and contamination including sediment, chlorine,
heavy metals like lead, microplastics, bacteria and parasites
(such as cryptosporidium and giardia).
We also recommend that those who live in a hard water
area use a limescale prevention filter to ensure the
ongoing performance and longevity of their Zip system.
Our HydroCare Plus plan manages this for the customer,
along with annual filter changes and servicing. Find
out more about HydroCare on page 28. Otherwise,
customers can contact us to order filter replacements
and we will deliver them direct to their door.

Soft
Slightly hard to
moderately hard
Hard to very hard

Thurso

The benefits of limescale filtration
You may have experienced limescale build-up in kettles
due to hard water – a fact of life in the UK. This chalky
deposit not only reduces the quality of hot drinks in terms
of taste and appearance, it also decreases the system’s
performance and can ultimately result in breakdown.

Inverness
Aberdeen

Dundee

Glasgow
Edinburgh

To ensure your Zip product continues to operate at peak
performance, we recommend using a limescale filter. This
is essential in areas where the water hardness level is above
180ppm. If you’re not sure about the water hardness in your
area, our team will be able to help.

Newcastle

Middlesbrough
Belfast

Sligo

Liverpool
Nottingham

Galway
Dublin

Norwich

Birmingham

The benefits of limescale filtration:

Aberystwyth

Waterford
Killarney

London

Cardiff

Cork
Dover
Southampton

Plymouth

Filters and CO2
To guarantee that your HydroTap delivers pure-tasting,
crystal clear water throughout its life, you’ll need to
ensure the filter is replaced on an annual basis.
Your Zip HydroTap will notify you when the filter
replacement is due. The change filter light will flash
white once per minute until the filter has been replaced,
and the filter percentage will show 0% on the home
screen of your command centre.

28

93701
Zip 0.2 Micron Residential Filter (for G4 models)

ZT400
Zip Food Grade CO2 Canister

Our high performance 0.2 micron MicroPurity filter gives you the
safest, cleanest and purest tasting water available. Delivering 25 times
better filtration than a standard water filter jug, it expertly removes
contaminants greater than 0.2 micron.

If you have a HydroTap that delivers sparkling water,
you will need to replace the CO2 canister when it runs out.
Order online or over the phone.

• Improves the taste and appearance of your drinks
• Increases the longevity of your HydroTap
• Reduces maintenance costs
• Maintains the performance of your HydroTap
in terms of flow rate and heat transfer.

UK and Ireland
hard water
areas map
Hard water
Medium water
Soft water

If you own a Zip product that dispenses sparkling water,
you will also need to replace the CO2 canister when
it runs out.
Filters and CO2 refills can be purchased directly
from Zip Water, either online or via telephone.

29
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HydroCare plans

HydroCare for home

HydroCare Refresh

When you buy a Zip HydroTap, you’re investing in a quality product
that is an integral part of your everyday life. Just like any crucial kitchen
appliance, it’s important to have peace of mind that when your annual
service is due or should you need us for anything else you’re back up
and running with minimal effort and inconvenience.

The convenient DIY kits contain all the necessary parts and an easy to follow step by step guide to help you
change the filter and complete a basic service - plus a reduced fixed price rate of just £119* for any call out.

We offer a number of solutions to keep your HydroTap in peak
working condition:

Product code

With limescale management
(critical if you live in a hard
water area)

Replacement ﬁlter

New pipes, tubes
and ﬁttings

Sanitisation wipes

HydroCare Refresh

HydroCare Essential

HydroCare Premium

A simple, DIY subscription
which includes a filter and
products you need to complete
a basic service, sent out to you
annually - plus a reduced fixed
price call out rate.

An essential service plan
which includes an annual filter
change and sanitisation from
one of our HydroCare team plus a reduced fixed price
call out rate.

A complete peace of mind
service plan which includes
an annual filter change and
sanitisation from one of our
HydroCare team, plus unlimited
call outs (inclusive of parts
and labour).

From £10 per month

From £16 per month

From £22 per month

HCRFH

HCEFH

HCPFH

HCRPFH

HCRPFH

HCPPFH

Our essential service plan which includes
an annual filter change and sanitisation
from our award winning, expert HydroCare
team - plus a reduced fixed price rate of just
£119* for any other call out.

Just an extra £6 per month
for limescale filtration

Just an extra £5 per month
for limescale filtration

Just an extra £5 per month
for limescale filtration

Don’t forget about limescale management
for just an extra £5 per month.

Gloves

Full, easy to follow
instruction manual

Automatically sent
out annually

Optional limescale
management
available

* Reduced rate compared to full, advertised price. Parts not included in this fee

HydroCare Essential*

* Reduced rate compared to full, advertised price.
Parts not included in this fee.

Check

Check

Sanitisation

Check

Check

Annual inspection by a
HydroCare team member

Check

Check

Pre-scheduled planned services

Check

Check

Priority response

Check

Check

Taste filter replacement

Check

Extended 7 year warranty*

Check

Price inclusive of parts and
labour

Check

Unlimited call outs

Check

All HydroCare plans payable by monthly direct debit. HydroCare refresh must be paid in full annually.
* Please note, HydroCare premium isn’t available if your HydroTap is over 7 years old.
30

HydroCare Premium*
Our complete peace of mind service plan which
includes an annual filter change and sanitisation
from our award winning, expert HydroCare
team - plus extended warranty, and unlimited
call outs (inclusive of parts and labour).
Don’t forget about limescale management
for just an extra £5 per month.
* Please note, this option is not available if your HydroTap
is 7 years old or older (from date of install or purchase).

Learn more at specify.zipwater.co.uk/hydrocare-for-home or get
in touch at hydrocare@zipindustries.co.uk or +44 3456 005 005
31
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Review:
Sommer Pyne
Interior stylist and online retailer of all things homely,
Sommer Pyne or ‘House Curious’ as she is known, certainly has
an envy-inducing home.
Originally from Australia, Sommer wanted to create the
space, light and openness often seen in Australian properties.
The kitchen achieves just that - pale grey marble is
complemented by gold accents and a large island includes
quirky features such as a sunken herb trough.
The outside is brought inside thanks to huge glass doors
opening out onto the garden, but even with the doors closed,
there is a feeling of being at one with nature. Sommer makes
sure plenty of greenery fills the space, with large plants and
cleverly placed racks over the kitchen table, from which more
foliage is hung. The result is a modern, fresh style with plenty
of personality.
With a young family and a business to run from home, Sommer
values products that are time-saving. After previously having
a boiling water tap in her kitchen, she knows how convenient
they are when making drinks and preparing food, but having
access to filtered chilled water had become increasingly
important. “It got to the point where I was feeling so ashamed
of how many bottles of water I was buying every week,”
Sommer explains.
CLIENT
HOUSE CURIOUS
PRODUCT
ZIP HYDROTAP ALL-IN-ONE ARC

“The five water types has
been a revelation for the
whole household! We all
enjoy the choice and I no
longer have ‘plastic guilt’.”
Sommer Pyne
32

“We drink a lot of water as a family, but the amount of
plastic that comes with buying ‘nice tasting’ water is
ridiculous. I had boiling water on-tap for a while, so knew
that the next logical step was to have a tap that also
allowed us to have filtered chilled water too.”
Alongside providing inspiration for her blog, Sommer’s
home is used as a shoot venue for numerous projects, so
she needed a product that not only delivered the water
she wanted but could look as stylish as possible.
“It was important to find a tap that fitted in well with
my kitchen. The choice of styles and colours Zip has
is incredible! As I have gold as an accent colour in
the kitchen I chose the HydroTap All-in-One Arc in
brushed gold. I love the fact that I have one tap to do

everything - filtered boiling, chilled and sparkling water
as well as hot and cold for washing up - as it means I can
retain my uncluttered style.

“I love the fact that I have one tap
to do everything - filtered boiling,
chilled and sparkling water as
well as hot and cold for washing
up - as it means I can retain my
uncluttered style.”
Sommer Pyne
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Review:
Alison Potter
Building your very own dream home is for most of us just
that - a dream. But Alison Potter and husband, Toby, set out to
make their dreams a reality, undertaking a self-build project to
create their ultimate family home from scratch.
Ensuring a modern design with lots of natural light, their
5-bedroomed house ticks all the style boxes. Featuring
concrete grey units contrasted against clean white
worktops, the kitchen is ultra modern but still homely.
Wrap-around glass doors ensure the room feels even bigger,
and high-specification appliances add a luxurious but
functional element.
One such appliance that Alison knew had to go into her
kitchen was an all-in-one tap that could provide filtered
boiling and chilled water as well as regular unfiltered hot
and cold. “I’d seen all-in-one taps at Grand Designs Live and
I loved the idea of having all of our water needs available
from one place,” says Alison. Fortunately, when she came
across Zip’s HydroTap All-in-One Arc, she realised she could
not only have filtered chilled and boiling, but also sparkling
water, alongside hot and cold. “That was what sealed the deal
for me!”, Alison adds. “We drink a lot of water - especially
sparkling - and end up buying a large number of bottles each
week. Not only is this expensive, but I’m very conscious of
how bad single-use plastic bottles are for the environment.
CLIENT
ALISON POTTER
PRODUCT
ZIP HYDROTAP ALL-IN-ONE ARC

To complement the grey units while still ensuring a
classic, timeless look, Alison chose the All-in-One
Arc in brushed chrome. “I love the design of the tap,”
continues Alison, “I was thrilled to find a tap that did
everything I wanted but still looked stylish.”

“The All-in-One Arc has been
a worthwhile investment for the
kitchen. Not only does it look
great and means we don’t have
multiple appliances, but the whole
family is drinking more water
without using unsustainable
plastic bottles."
Alison Potter
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Review:
Pip McCormac
Top journalist for the past 15 years, writing for the likes of Red,
Elle Decoration and The Sunday Times Style Magazine, Pip
McCormac required a refurbishment after making the decision
to move back into his flat after renting it out for seven years.
He knew it would take more than a lick of paint to make it
feel like home again: “I remember walking through the door
and just feeling so deflated and uninspired. I loved my flat but
couldn’t imagine how it would now be the space to get my
creative juices flowing!”
As well as being a renowned journalist, Pip is also the author
of a cookbook, The Herb and Flower, born from his love of
window box fayre, growing a whole host of plants and flowers
– all for eating. Consequently, as small and separate from the
living room, the flat’s kitchen no longer suited Pip’s needs.
Pip called in the amazing interior designer duo, Jordan and
Russell from 2LG Studio, to transform the space, completely
changing the layout to make the kitchen part of the main living
area so Pip can enjoy cooking while catching up with guests.
“They really have worked wonders – my flat is unrecognisable,
but in a good way! I know everyone says this, but I wanted
a kitchen that was ‘Instagrammable’, with plenty of worktop
space and a big island. It had to be functional but it also had
to have the wow factor in terms of style. I love the colour
combination Jordan and Russell suggested of gold, marble and
sage green. It’s homely but with a striking edge to it.”

CLIENT
PIP MCCORMAC
PRODUCT
ZIP HYDROTAP ARC
MIXER TAP

“I’d never really
considered that a boiling
tap could have such an
impact on daily life, but
after using one for a
weekend I was hooked!”

It was only after staying with friends who had a Zip
HydroTap that Pip realised his new kitchen wouldn’t be
complete without one. “I’d never really considered that
a boiling tap could have such an impact on daily life, but
after using one for a weekend I was hooked!
“My filtered boiling, chilled and sparkling HydroTap
Arc is used all the time. The chilled water encourages
me to drink more water and the instant boiling water
makes cooking processes so quick, especially when
combined with my induction hob. Of course, I had to
have a brushed gold one to go with my colour scheme,
and I also went with a matching mixer tap to complete
the look.

“For me, food and interiors go hand in hand. There’s
no point in having a kitchen appliance that works well
but looks hideous. These days, people don’t want their
worktops cluttered with gadgets that are only used
once in a blue moon.”

“The chilled water encourages
me to drink more water and the
instant boiling water makes
cooking processes so quick.”
Pip McCormac

Pip McCormac
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HydroTap dimensions

Mixer Tap dimensions
220

171 - 174 extended
220

Ø40

Ø46

370

432

270

55

Ø49

Ø49

Ø35 mounting hole

ARC

CLASSIC

55

55

Ø40

Ø35 mounting hole

Ø35 mounting hole

55
270

175 - 225 (extended)

300 - 350 extended

175 - 225 (extended)

125 (230 on font)

207 (312 on font)

116

275 - 325 extended

171 - 174 extended

CUBE

Ø35 mounting hole

Ø35 mounting hole

CUBE MIXER

ARC MIXER

220
220

55

55

55

251

255

55

350

422

HydroTap font dimensions
Ø35 tap hole

Ø49

Ø49

Ø35 tap hole

Ø219 font
outline

Ø35 mounting hole

Ø35 mounting hole

3 x Ø10 stud clearance

Ø108 hole,
font bowl

CELSIUS CUBE

CELSIUS ARC

225
193

55

55

Ø140 hole, font bowl

Ø10 stud clearance

55

255

55

234

333

439

Ø176 font outline

STANDALONE FONT FOR ARC AND CUBE
Ø52
Ø50 mounting hole

ALL-IN-ONE ARC

INTEGRATED FONT FOR CLASSIC

Ø48

Ø50 mounting hole

ALL-IN-ONE CLASSIC
All dimensions nominal, in mm
Disclaimer: for full installation details please refer to the installation instructions which can be found on the website.
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Command centre dimensions

Clearance
envelope

COLD isolation
valve

50mm

338mm

50mm

535mm

535mm

Clearance
envelope

COLD isolation valve

50mm

FILTERED BOILING | CHILLED | SPARKLING

280mm

50mm

FILTERED BOILING | CHILLED

535mm

Clearance
envelope

COLD isolation
valve

50mm

280mm

50mm

FILTERED BOILING

All dimensions nominal, in mm
E&O: Whilst we make every effort to ensure that all details published are correct, no responsibility will be accepted for errors and omissions.
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